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This is no fluke: Hawks once again show they are superior to 
Magic

Dwight and Jameer need help or Magic will soon be beardless

Mike Bianchi

SPORTS COMMENTARY

11:38 PM EDT, April 16, 2011

The Magic had hoped to have playoff beards in June 
that made them look like ZZ Top. 
 
At this rate, they will look more like the Jonas 
Brothers by the end of April. 
 
Fear the Beard is the Magic's unofficial playoff 
mantra. 
 
After the Atlanta Hawks' 103-93 playoff-opening 
victory over Gladys Dwight and the Pips, the Magic 
better fear the shears. 
 
This was not a fluke, ladies and gentlemen. This is a 
trend. The Hawks have now beat the Magic four of 
five times this season. And let me tell you something: 
The Magic are in trouble. Big trouble. 
 
I know, I know, when the Magic made it to the Finals two years ago, they lost Game 1 to 
Philadelphia, but guess what? This isn't the Magic of two years ago. And the Hawks are certainly 
better now than the Sixers were then. 
 
In fact, a case could be made that the Hawks are simply better than the Magic and should be favored 
in this series. Forget about last year when the Magic swept Atlanta out of the playoffs by an average 
of 25 points per victory. Those days of dominating the Hawks are done. You can choose to believe 
that the Hawks beating the Magic three of four times during the regular season is meaningless. I say 
it's not. And Stan Van Gundy agrees. 
 
"Both teams are different (from last year)," Van Gundy said. "They've got two new starters and we've 
got three new starters. These are not the same two teams, they're just not." 
 
Lady Gaga played the Amway Center on Friday night, but who knew she would hang around and suit 
up for the Magic Saturday? Wasn't that her out on the perimeter trying to guard Atlanta's Joe 
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Johnson? 
 
Anybody who thought Orlando could simply flip the switch when the playoffs began is obviously 
delusional. They were the same team Saturday night as they were during the regular season: Too 
many turnovers (18) and not enough defense (the Hawks shot 51 percent). 
 
Seriously, how can the Magic lose a game when Dwight Howard scores a career playoff-record 46 
points and Jameer Nelson scores 27 points? Well, I'll tell you how. The same way they were knocked 
out of the playoffs last year. 
 
We know Nelson and Howard are going to show up. Don't they always? They are the ones who will 
lead this team throughout the postseason. But the postseason will be very short if they don't get some 
help. We saw as much last year when Rashard Lewis and Vince Carter shrunk to the size of microbes 
in the postseason. 
 
The same could be said of the Magic's supporting cast on Saturday night. Where was Hedo Turkoglu 
(2-of-9) and Jason Richardson (2-of-8)? And did Brandon Bass even play? Oh, it says here on the 
boxscore that he was 0-for-4 so I guess he did. 
 
Howard was visibly distraught after the game, sitting with his head down at the post-game news 
conference and delivering chafed, curt answers. If he could have opted out of his contract Saturday 
night, I think he would have. 
 
Quite frankly, when you go down the roster, Dwight and Jameer are the only advantages the Magic 
have in this series. At every other position, an argument could be made that the Hawks are better. 
 
Al Horford is better than Bass at power forward. Josh Smith is better than Turkoglu at small forward. 
Joe Johnson is more accomplished than Richardson at shooting guard. And the Hawks' bench is better 
than the Magic's, too. 
 
"We're going to need a lot of people to play well," Van Gundy said. "Our bench -- we're going to have 
to get something out of those guys." 
 
Too bad that the Magic had to open the postseason like this. After a tortuously long and often 
frustrating regular season, seemingly everybody in town was jacked up and bearded up for the 
postseason. Every man in town , it seems, is sporting a playoff beard. In fact, there were even women 
and children at the game Saturday night wearing fake beards. 
 
Magic players have beards and so do Magic employees and Magic fans. I went out to a club Friday 
night to see one of Orlando's most renowned bar bands – the Down Brothers – and the band's lead 
singer was on stage sporting a playoff beard, too. 
 
There is website – MagicPlayoffBeard.com – and even Mayor Buddy Dyer has some salt-and-pepper 
scruff on his face and has proclaimed that Orlando has changed its name from the City Beautiful to 
the City Beard-Is-Full during the playoffs. 
 
If Saturday night is any indication, the postseason run could be short-lived and Magic fans may need 
to start recharging those electric razors. 
 
Fear the shears. 
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mbianchi@tribune.com Read Mike Bianchi's Open Mike blog at OrlandoSentinel.com/openmike 
and listen to his Open Mike radio show every weekday from 6 to 9 a.m. on 740-AM.
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